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region is so. bri.ght, the Sophist is difficult to see beca;use he takes 
refug·e in the darkness of not-being! 1 

THEAETETUS: That is exactly what we said. 

STRANGER: And it . was at this point that we hit upon a· big obstacle .. 

THEAETETUS:" Which is? Oh, of course, you ·mean the ·understanding 
of ·w~a·t ·r~f! 'meant by Reality and unreality. 

'STRANGER'.: Precisely, :my · good friend, and atthough this proved to 
be quite puzzling, -we managed to force our way through the argument 
at hand and bring to light the existence of false statement and false 
judgement, thus proving imitations of real thing~2possible which would 
account for the existence of an art of deception. 

THEAETETUS: Exactly. 

STRANGER: But I am afraid we can no longer ignore this (the 
meani~g of Reality) if we are to ascertain the Philosopher, for he 
appear~ in only one guise and there is cnly one way to find him. 

THEAETETIJS: I agree. 

STRANGER: Then let us try to get at the meaning· of Re.ali ty and 
13 also at ~he 1~istinction the Friends of Forms make between 'Becoming' 

and 'Beipg', . because it is here that we will find our IJl&n ... 

THEAETETUS: I am very anxious to hear what we have to say. 

STRANGER: I am too, but we must riot let our anxiety get the best 
of us and cause hasty replies, for we are dealfng with fragile material. 
I am a bit apprehensive that perhaps our arrogant desire to learn 
the Truth at a11 ·costs will lead us to disaster as it· did Oedipus of 
Thebes and so many others who made good copy for the tragedians. But 
I am willing to continue, if you will endure to help me as you have. 

THEAETETUS: You can be sure I will for it is most ·important that 
we understand these'things and complete our job. 

STRANGER: Very· good. Now do you remember what we said earlier 
this afternoon about the distinction between 'B.f--:oming-, and· :.•Being'? 

THEAETETUS: Vaguely, but I do recall a little ·mor-e clearly 
something· Socrates said to me yesterday about this same subject. Nould 
you like to hear what he had to say? 

STRANGER: I would indeed. 
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the 'Being 1 , the changeless, and the true philosophers must seek the 
Truth in that area~7 

STRANGER: I think you have something there, Theaetetus, and I 
agree with you. I could never see ·how11fe could have true knowledge of 
something which is constantly changing, and now that you have given 
me an example of ·a sort of knowledge outside of our sensible world, 
I think you have convinced me. Yet, I don't think we are ready to 
agree completely with the Friends of Forms. 

THEAETETUd1 Why not? 

STRANGER: I think we agreed that they make a separation of the 
Ideal world of Forms from the T~ny changing things we detect with our 
senses. l~ have dealings with.~ecoming by means of the body through 
sense, and with Being by means of the soul through reflection. 
According to them, all Reality is changeless. But we objected that the 
perfectly real should not stand devoid of intelligence and hence , life 
and hence, soul, and that these things necessitate change. And it was 
here that we said, somewhat perp12~ed, that Reality is all that is 
u~changeable and all that changes . Do you think we can now make sense 
out of this statement? 

THEAETETUS: I think we can. 

STRANGER: Good, but why do you want to? 

THEAETETUS: Because the real ~~ the Truth, and I think it is a 
good hunch that the lover of wisdom will be found in this area. 

STRANGER: But is a man still a philosopher i£ while seeking the 
Truth, he is looking in the wrong places? 

THEAETETUS: What do you think? 

5 

STRANGER: I am really not sur e , but i f he is, then I don't think 
our definition of Reality need be explained or understood any further. 
But perhaps we had better try to begin our definition of the Philosopher. 
leaving these questions temporarily unanswered. 

THEAETETUS: I agree. 

STRANGER: Let us begin as we did with the Sophist by asking whether 
he is a man having art or not having art . 

THEAETETUS: He is clearly a man of art. 

STRANGER: Would you call virtue an art? 



6 

THEAETETUS: I am not sure I understand -- the question as I should like. 

STRANGER: nell, we call medicine an art and we say the physician 
has art for he has studied the nature of ·the ·subject he treats and 
the cause of its actions and can giv~ a rational account of · ea~h of 
them~2 In a $imilar fashion the angler has ·art for he has learned the 
trade of angling and has thus become skilled in it. · Now does a virtuous 
man have art, I mean . a certain art that makes him virtuous? 

THPAETETUS: I don't think so, beca~~e I think men are virtuous by 
birth, not by any art they might acquire. 

STRANGER: Precisely, and would you call philosophy a virtue? 

THEAETETUS: I suppose so, .in c onfrast to an evil ~4 

STRANGER: And the Philoso_pher a .virtuous man? 

THEAETETIJS: Yes, indeed. 

STRANGER: In all cases? 

THEAETETUS: Yes . 

.. ··TRANGER: Then would you call philosophy an art? 

THEAETETUS: No, it couldn't be. 

STRANGER: And wcnld you say the ·Philosopher possesses a special ·art? 

nmAETETUS: Of cc..urse not. 

STRANG.ER: Th2g if he does not have an art, he must either have a 
science or a nature that makes him-a philosopher. 

THEAETETUS: Yes , of course . 

STRANGER: Now I don't think we would say he has a science, because 
science implies a certain knowledge of something. 

THFAETETUS: I certainly would not, for the Philoso_pher claims 
that he knows n~thing, and he is never satisfied with what appears 
to be knowJedge. 6 

STRANGER: Then we cannot deny that he has a certain nature that 
makes him a philosopher. 

THEAETETIJS: No, we cannot, if you will explain precisely _what we 
mean by nature. 
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If Plato were confrbnted with the obvious contradiction in his 
dialogues, he might have explained it by claiming two different types 
of virtue--manifest and latent. A man can be born virtuous by nature, 
but if he is latently virtuous, then he will only appear so if his virtue 
is brought out either by divine intervention or by a 'midwife' of virtue. 
If a man is evil by nature, he cannot become virtuous by any means. Part 
of Socrates' task is to bring out this latent virtue · from the boys 
with whom he discourses. 

24. Is there any fault you can find with a pursuit (philosophy) which 
a man could not properly practice unless he were by nature of good 
memory, quick apprehension, magnificent, gracious, friendly, and akin 
to truth, justice, bra.very, and sobriety (Republic VI, 487a)? 

And from this source (sight) we have derived philosophy, than 
which no greater good ~ver was or will be given by gods to mortal man . 
(Timaeus, 47b). 

25. ~VCl), nature, natural quality, condition, character, natural_ bent. 

26. Cf. Republic V, 475c. 

27. Cf. Timaeus, 53b; ~ X, 889b. 
,/ ' t ,/ 

28 :r ~ X.-Y r[l d,artif icial. From)\\t.}.-V7(, art, skill, craft. 

29. Cf • . ~ X, 892c (meaning of nature). 

30. I found this argument some\'rhat lacking until I accidentally came 
upon a passage in the Phaedrus which seems to clarify a good partion 
of the dialogue. Although the clarification comes in the form of a 
myth, I think we can, nonetheless, take it for what it is. Socrates 
relies on myths of the soul (cf. also Republic, Phaedo, Gorgias)tod 
often for us to consider them mere fable. From these myths we can 
detect a strong belief on Socrates' part in the immortality of the s~ul. 

"Reality lives without shape or colour, intangible, visible 
only to reason, , the soul's pilot; and all true knowledg~ is knowledge 
of her." The soul beholds Reality~ "the real knowledge whose object 
is the truly existent,'' and can continue to do so ''until it is unable 
to keep up with the train and fai~s to catch sight of Reality." It 
is then the Law that such a soul be planted in a human being. ''Every 
human soul by reason of its nature has thus had a view of Reality .•. 
The one ·which has seen the most reality shal_l at birth enter into a 
future seeker.of wisdom." Phaedrus, 247 ff. 

From this we see that man is a future philosopher by nature of 
his soul; in other words, his profession is predetermined. When we 
consider that Socrates believes that the true Philosopher will aim 
at the whole truth from his earliest years (Republic VI, 485d) . it 
becomes clear that the Philosoprer is not a philosopher by any art 
or science, but by his nature. 

31 It should be noted that the type of philosopher they are discussing 
is the true Philosopher who investigates alone. Although we refer to 
Socrates as a philosopher, he is only acting in his capacity as a 
philosopher when he is alone. There are two good examples of this 
philosophic contemplation in the Symposium, 175b, 220c. 
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A Spiritual Education 

( or on fear and love of God ) 

by 

M~deline McDonald 

Introduction: 

The creation conti~ues. God never created a thing imperfect. Things 
which seem imperfect are simply not yet complete, for creation is by no 
means instantaneous. In the garden when man first knew of God, man's crea
tion had just begun: he was ~n infant. Man had to grow up and return to 
God his Father, because his childlike familiarity with the Father was in
sufficient for the understanding--the true kriowledge--of God. Thus man 
had to fall away to explore the Wilderness inside himself in order that 
someday he might obtain his childlike state again, but with awareness. In 
this sense man creates himself, for it is his own struggle as well as 
God's to complete the creation or be created. God, through Christ, taught 
man that when he had returned and understood himself, he then shared God!s 
company again, for he would know that he is part of God, and that his spirit 
has the· form of the Holy Spirit, and that his body is the body of Christ. 
He would be complete. This is what man learns in a spiritual education, and 
what he could not . have known before in the Garden . 

This journey or exploration of the Wilderness is the motion of God's 
creation. God remains the same forever, but from points along this journey, 
man understands God differently. It is man who changes--man's understanding 
of God that. alters. Nhen man has come to rest,. being with God, his under
standing is complete, his creation is done, and change ceases. But it is this 
motion, developing in the testaments of the Bible as the shaping of an 
individual soul which I shall explore. 

The movement from the Old Testament through the New Testament is man's 
shift from fear of God to love of God. This change is neither sudden nor 
total, but it is there, consti.tuting a vital part of tnan's understanding. 
The shift materializes in Christ and is immortalized in his reserrection. 
Since the essence of the developement of man's conception of God rests in man's 
relationship to God, it would seem fruitful '. to examine those very instances 
in which God and man confront and deal with each other. The first example of 
this is in Genesis 3: 16-20 in Eden as God expels Adam and Eve. To Eve 
God says: 

"I will greatly multiply your pain in childbearing; in pain 
shall you bring forth children, yet your desire shall be for 
your husband, and he shall rule over you." 

Now that Adam and Eve were like God and the angels, knowing Good and Evil, 
they would have to understand what it meant to create. The fruits of the tree 
of which they ate were integrated with their creation, which was just beginning. 
The obvious feature of the curse came true. The women of the Old Testament 
(Sarah, Rachel, etc.) had great problems with birth. They were not always 
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able to have even one child, and when they did bear offspring, it was only 
after long waiting and much faith. Likewise, every kind of producing 
and creating became extremely difficult. It seems that the things now 
desired could never be obtained in oneness as in the Garden where all 
were in harmony. Now the thing desired was not only out of reach, h~t 

had dominion over the desirer. There could be only terrible pain re
sulting from such srustrated want out of which is the child. Ideas-
children of the mind--are described by Socrates with the midwife meta
phor in the Theatetus as equally painful to bring forth. Through ages 
of such pain, one might well appreciate the simple original blessing 
"multiply and be fruitful", and come to understand what was lost, then 
regaining it. This was a cursed but singular way man might value creation 
since he had some knowledge of Good and Evil. 

To Adam God said: 

"Because you have .listened to the voice of your wife, and 
have eaten of the tree of which I commanded you 'you shall 
not eat of it', cursed is the ground because of you; in 
toil you shall eat of it all the days of your life, thorns 
and thistles it shall bring forth to you;· and you shall eat 
the plants of the field. In the sweat of your face you shall 
eat bread till you return to the ground for out of it you 
were taken; you are dust, and to dust you shall return." 

God states very clearly the difference between man and Himself. Man 
shall return to dust because he is but dust. The substance from whic h 
man was made has been cursed, and man must return to that substance 
as it is now cursed. The estrangement is painfully obvious to Adam, 
and man fears God for the first time. All his work shall be but 
thistles and thorns. As Emerson has put it in his essay on self
reliance, 

" ••• though the wide universe is full of good, no kernel of 
nourishing corn can come to him but through his toil bestowed 
on that plot of ground which is given to him to till.'' 

Adam's curse is much the same as Eve's, filled with frustration and 
uncertainty. Their one course of action is their only deliverance, 
but it does not necessarily 'deliver. The first child of Adam and Eve 
is Cain, tiller of the ground, and testimony of the curse. Nhat he 
brings forth from the ground is not accepted by God (Gen. 4:5) and 
Cain, killing his brother, brings but pain to his parents who brought 
him forth. God had said to man upon making him, "Fill the earth and 
subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea and the birds 
of the air and over every living thing that moves u~on the earth." 
To Cain God had said, "Sin is couching at your door ; its desire is 
for you, but you must master it.'' However, according to the curse 
upon his parents, Cain failed to master sin, and became its servant. 

*1ike a living animal 



In Genesis we see man jolted out of a harmonious world and faced 
with the problems of the earth, much the same as a child torn from the 
womb into the harsh and noisy worl,.d with whic:h he must soon cope. Murder 
is, naturally, a bad start, but later, as .we mught expect, there are 
other men who better understand the words of God. Things we do r.o~ 
understand we generally fear, and the fear engendered in man at this 
point occurs because man's comprehension of God is embryonic. God, 
however, is no more trying to hurt man than a mother wishes to hurt 
her child when she bears him. Yet .the child must still be expelled 
from the womb in order to be born, just as man must be expelled from 
Eden. That is a major part of the birth. Future pain and stdfe are 
predominant in the :· expulsion, for man is setting about learning. and 
nothing can make us .so aware as pain can. That man fears God is 
perhaps unfortunate, bu.t inescapable, for he cannot understand. · 

Let us look at Abraham. Here we see the making of a co enant, 
which by definition is ''a ·binding and solemn agreement made between 
two individuals or parties." God and man are agreeing on something, 
which is one very positive step in the spiritual progression towards 
God. There is not yet ''Law", but God singles out Abraham, commands, 
and instructs him to do His will. In Genesis 20:11 A~raham has told ' 
Abimalech that Sarah is his sister rather than his wife f~t fe~r that · 
his life be taken for desire of Sarah who was once v~ry beautifui ·and 
who is still evidently very desirous. When the truth ·of the matter 
(that Sarah is Abraham's wife) becomes apparent, as God teveais it ·to 
Abimalech in a dream, Abraham is confronted and asked,"hThat were you 
thinking?" to which Abraham replies, 0 There ·is no fear of God at all 
in this place, and they will kill me because of my wife." According 
to the next scene in the mountains of Moriah for which Abraham is 
famous, an angel points out that he himself is ·a truly God~fearing 
man. And yet this God-fearing man allows his wife to suffer adultery. 
Nevertheless, that adultery take place seems inevitable: whether 
Abraham says Sarah is his sister or not, she will still be taken. If 
he says she is his*wife, not only wili she be taken, but also will 
Abraham be killed. Abraham's choice is a dilemma -- the lesser of 
two evils -- and the first instance in the Bible in which the distinction 
between the sin of omission and the .sin of commision is delineated. 
Abraham was told by God to travel into this country, and he did not 
give up and refuse to obey at .the .first and recurrent problem. Instead, 
he dealt with it as best he could, trusting the rest to God. Abraham 
thought it better that he live and his wife be taken than he die and 
his wife be taken. He did not really commit any sin, merely omit a 
possibly greater one. (As 'Abraham mentions, he was not •ctually lying: 
Sarah happened to be his half sister.) Also, God gave Abraham no 
indication that he had acted wrongly, for the same incident occurred 
twice. On both occasions God interceded for Abraham as he had 
trusted God to do, so that both the Pharo and Abimalech restored Sarah , 
along with gifts. A great deal of ration.a~ization seems to exist 
here, hut one wonders just what else Abraham was to do without child
ishly (and almost angrily) placing the entire · ~atter in God's hands, 

* 
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atonement and forgiveness whereby the community is restored to its 
wholeness and reconciled to Him. In Leviticus we find very carefully 
described the burnt offering , the cereal offering, th~ peace offerin~ . 
the sin offering~ the guilt offering. Man is asked by these acts ~1f 

oblation to decide within himself how he has sinned if Pe has sinned. 
He is asked to put himself on the c.~~ss, which requires honesty with 
oneself, and honesty with God . In fine one is asked to summon humility 
of the heart: 

"If they confess their iniquity and the iniquity of their 
fathers in their treachery which they committed against 
me, and also in walking contrary to me, so that I walked 
contrary· to them and brought them into the land of their 
enemies; if then their uncircumcised heart is humbled, 
and they make amends for their iniquity; then I will 
remember my covenant with Jacob .•• '' 

(Leviticus 26:40) 

Generations later we see that it is this very humility of the heart 
that Job does not possess. Job has lived a life according to the com
mandments of God, done all those things required of him, and in that 
he questions why evil plights are then suddenly brought upon him, he 
lacks humility.. It does not seem, however, that Job is being punished 
for lack of humility which he did not lack until he was punished. 
Rather, Job's condition exemplifies another step in the spirit's 
growth toward God. Job is expected to question God's equity and per 
fection. He must in order to discover that God is perfect . and not 
one to be questioned. It is not enough that a man be good and right
eous; he must also be wise. In this wise it was necessary t}:"lat Job 
be pushed beyond the extremities of his comprehension , because he 
thought that he could comprehend God's ways, and he had to be s}:"lown 
that he could not. Job was shown that good people are not necessar-
ily rewarded nor the wicked necessarily punished--that God's justice 
is not subject to human reason. Job's fault was in thinking tPat 
because he was a good person no evil should come to him. So for 
the first time man questions God's very motives. Man heretofore 
had questioned God's actions~had begged Him to be compassionate 
with cl early punishable people--but no man had demanded to know why 
he received a certain fate. No one had ever felt Godts actions or 
motives unreasonable. No man had condemned God that he himself might 
be justified. (Job 40: 8) Vfe see the same neces•ity for condemning 
God in ~hristTs crucifixion. Christ was condemned and crucified that 
man might be justified. If no one had condemned Christ, He never 
would have been resurrected, and so man could not have been either. 
But that was not the will of God, and likewise was it not the will of 
God that Job remain in ignorance of the complete incomprehensibility 
and omniscience of His ways. This is how we may understand Job's con
demnation of God as being a step forward. Directly, it is a prepara
tion for Christ's advent. 

Christ is as close as God and man can ever come to each other: 
identity. Being both God and man at once, Christ says and shows that 
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it is godly to be perfectly manly, for he· is perfect man who is also God. 
For the past ages recorded in the Old Testament God ~as prepared man for the 
immortality and completion that is now accessible t.o Hm. '.The past lffe of 
an individual spirit has been shaped to be reborn. Man now has a concept' 
of what it means to , be part of ;God's creation: Crrist is begott.en Son and 
created man. This puts the kingdom of heaven eternally in t~e midst of us, 
leaving·man the choice to enter 'it at any ti~e if h~ but realize that it is 
there (or here). That realizaiion may come to an individual by dev~loping 
the spiritual education outlined in the relationships contained in the Old 
Testamen~ with their fulfillmeni in the NeJyestament. · This outline . seems as 
well to be ;one that every spirit among mankind may follow. We see the birth, 
the acceptance of life, fear, an interim of doubt and question, the darkness of 
the soul, and a rebirth which produces conviction and love or charity. Christ 
embodies this rebirth, since we are told in the New Testament that one must 
be childlike again, innocent and unafraid, yet with the original potential faith 
now formed to enter the kingdom of heaven, which :hrist makes possible. Let 
us now see how Christ made that possible and what this might mean. Insofar as 
every human being has a tendency to worship something, we might say that this 
love of the divine--this formless faith--is present by nature in man. This is 
the status of the faith of a child, and of a spiritual child. Formless fa ith 
has in it the potential to produce the greatest of saints, yet for the products 
of this faith to manifest themselves the faith must be formed. Unformed faith 
is a feeling or sense of God, whereas formed faith is the knowledge of God 
which occurs when God has spoken to the faithful one, and has moved him with 
the Holy Spirit. Accordingly our faith is formed by speech and emotion, and 
is thus expressive and moving: faith of the spirit defined by the Word. It 
is said in the beginning of John's gospel that Christ is the Word of God , so 
that with the addition of the word--the faith of the mind added to faith of 
the heart--which is the bodily form of ttie faith, we are said to be part of 
the body of Christ. This process intimately involves tP-e education of the 
spirit, for it is the process by which the spirit takes shape in us and we in 
it. Now it was not possible for man to be part of the spiritual body of Christ 
until Christ came, bound to both man and God. Thus when Christ took all men's 
sins upon himself and crucified them with his manly body, he no longer had a 
living body, but an everlasting body, which partook of no sin but only of the 
form of the Holy Spirit. And his love of man, immortalized in his crucifixion, 
made possible his return to his seat at the right hand of God the Father. When 
Christ brought his "Grace and Truth" which is God's love for man, he made it 
unnecessary that man be crucified and suffer death in order to be reborn. 
Christ did this upon the cross once for all men, though they remained alive in 
their physical bodies as well as in the spiritual body of Christ. As the Word, 
the spiritual body of Christ, the form of man's faith, returned to the Father 
after dying for us, man was left inexorably bound to God, thus all being sons 
of God. Previously, man had to C1'tlcify himself under the burdens of the Old 
Law for the guilt of his sins, and the Law made provision for this in the acts 
of contrition before mentioned. Th~ Old Law never permitted the freedom and 
love that Christ offers, for fear predominated man's spirit, yet it foretold 
of the crucifixion of a divine nature by causing us to crucify ourselves with 
guilt and to sacrifice part of ourselves and try again. No~ if the purpo$e of 
sin is to bring about guilt, and through our suffering a~d subsequent repen
tance a greater understanding of·' goodness, then ·chr is t, in bearing our sins 
and self-suffering for us, took away the form and purpose of sin, every day 
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LEIBNIZ' DOCTRINE OF SUBSTANCE 

by 

Harold A • . Himwich 

Leibniz' system contains so many remote novelties which seem to bear no 
connection to one another that it is difficult to know which of his doctrines 
are the most .,fundamental and hence the most >worthy of study and which are only 
consequences of the former. So viewed, his system appears to be an impregnable 
f<;>~.tress into which the ·attacker can hope to go only by the discovery of some 
seq:et .passage.· In seeking ;this entrance, the possibility of success is given 
over .entirely to . chance~· Although the goal may eventually be obtained in this 
manner, . it would seem more prudent to make an entrance instead .of seeking one 
so that success will be assured. Care, however, must be taken not to do 
violence to the system since possession, not destruction, is the aim. Pos
session is assur~d if one forsakes the view of the system and investigates 
only the grounds on which it is built. With an understanding of the founda
tion, the r~st of the system should, if ·it is truly~ system, follow as a 
consequence. The problem, therefore, is to determine precisely what this 
foundation is. Unfortunately, this problem cannot be considered ·as solved 
until the entire system is shown to rest on whatever is claimed to be the 
foundation. This paper cannot accomplish such a· great task. Its object will 
be simply to make a guess at what the basis of l.eibniz' system is, investi
gate its nature, and finally to give the guess a semblance of likelihood. 

The true .beginning of Leibniz' system is that which embodies the first 
principles and highest causes of the world or of being in genera 1. Not even 
Leibniz, however, has immediate access to these principles and causes. 
Belonging to the world, he is surrounded by the results of the things he 
seeks. The discovery of them rests entirely on a careful study of the nature 
of being. And if they are to be discovered at a11; this study must at least 
show .that beings are caused. Even if being does not show itself to be caused , 
Leil;miz is constrained to begin with it. Hence, it will be no ·surprise if 
the s~udy of being reveals the foundations of his . system. 

Leibniz sets out to study being with the assumption that all true pre
dication is founded on the nature of things. In other words, a true pro
position with a subject and ; predicate gives a reflection of what the nature 
of things is. For example, the proposition, ''Kings are men," reflects that 
a certain predicate, 'men', belongs to a certain subject~ 'kings•. It is 
true because .. the notion of king contains in itself . the predicate man as a 
whole contains a part. l.eibniz gives to this kind of proposition the name, 
tnecessary', since its contrary implies contradicti6n . Its saliedt feature 
is that it .relates two attributes.· and hence no assertion of existence needs 
to be ma(l,e .. in claiming its truth. The necessary proposition is, however, 
but one of .two kinds of true predications. 
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predicates must have a certain order. For example, the Alexander who first 
dies and then conquers Darius is not the same Alexander who has those pre
dicates in the reverse order. From this example it is also clear that without 
a certain order the deduction of all the predicates that a substance has would 
be impossible. The predicates of a subject must, therefore, be conn~~ted in 
a certain fashion so that all the predicates can be deduced in their proper 
order. Because of this sequence, a substance may be defined as that which 
has a notion complete enough to suffice for the deduction of all the predicates 
of the substance to which· the notion is attributed. It. is clear that the 
nominal definition follows from this, for the notion of a given predicate does 
not give any grounds for attributing it to a certain subject ·and this attri
bution to a subject would be a predicate of .the subject which could be furtrer 
predicated of something else. This new definition, in addition to u~holding 
the old, has the singular virtue of necessitating a hypothesis of internal 
force to account for the changes that a substance undergoes. 

Although it appears less con~rived to say that the reasons for a sub
stance's changes are external, it is an ultimately untenable hypothesis. One 
would either have to maintain that one predicate was the cause of another 
which is not at all understandable, or one would have to posit some entity 
between two substances which al though not a substance would have so·me claim to 
being. This view would utterly destroy the doctrine that.Leibniz has developed 
on his assumption of true predication. He bases all being on this doctrine and 
to admit a real causal connection between substances or their states would be 
to undermine that doctrine since true ptopositions expressing this relation 
would not be predications. No greater disaster could befall Leibniz' system. 

Now only the inside of a substance need~ to be investigated to find what 
the force that accounts for change is. Knowing that a substance is a subject 
of change and that it has its predicates in a certain sequence, force must 
involve the connection between the predica~es. The changing predicates them
selves cann,ot account for cha·nge for then the :awk~ard question of how a pre
dicate can cau~e another w6uld again arise. It is in the nature of substance 
that a principle of change must reside. However, it would be a mistake to 
identify the force with the substance itself for whether the force be held 
constant or variable it is clear that a particular force of a substance must 
b~ · an attribute of a substance. Force, in other words, is that which char
acterizes substance without being substance itself. Force is that quality 
of a substance which determines the relationship of two predicates. It is not 
simply this relationship but rather the connection of the relationship. Thus 
force is neither the predi'cate that will be nor t .he predicate that is; it is 
what .,is in between them. For this reason, force can only be reckoned by con
sidering the predicates it determines which is another way of saying that it 
can only be measured by its future effects. The force being determined, how
ever, a sufficient reason for change is provided. This is clear in the case 
of the human soul for which the force is the desire for the apparent good. 
The antecedent state would be whatever state belongs to the soul, and the 
succeeding state would be the perceived apparent good or an attainment of some 
degree of it. As a sufficient reason, then, force provides that a change 
occurs, determines precisely what the change is, and finally states why the 
change occurs. · · 
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This other nature is a result of a growth on man's part of a feeling of 
otherness. While it is difficult to characterize precisely what this feeling 
is or why .it is felt, its manifestation is· · that man does certain things that 
repudiate his primal animal nat\,lre. Given his animal nature, man as animal 
would form associations with other men only insofar as he is motivat~d by 
physical considerations, '· i.e. ·wolves. gathe·r ·in packs to hunt. Given this 
other na tur;e, man forms associations with · ·o~ther men from pure 1 y human cons i
dera t ions. · ·He creates, socializes, organizes, etc. We may therefore say that 
he does have a. nature that distinguishes hiilr from the beast - a human, social 
or spiritua~ nature which leads _ him to react to both what he himself is and to 
Nature. This = reaction, to a · large extent, is contr~ry to, or at least other 
than Nature; tbat is, man through his nature becom~s other than >what he is. 
In order for him to function properly or for him to be proper~y called 'Man' 
it is necessary for him to be cognizant of both th~se natures. If he is not, 
or if he thinks of himself in terms of the·one and not the other, he cannot .be 
said to know himself and may actually become other than what re is.. His fault 
consequently abides in some internal · confradiction in which be· app•ars to him
self consistently in a certain way; an internal contradiction resulting from 
giving a thing (like himself) an improper name or, not k_nowing an object 
before a name is applied to it. The cause of evil is not therefore in the 
character's nature -but in his understanding of it. The caµse of evil i~ 
blindness or ignorance or error which participates in non-being. 

We shall now have· to see whether such ·a conclusion which has in a way 
been applied to the tragedy from the outside is really justified. In order to 
see this, we shall apply the conclusion to some of the individual characters 
so that we may see what the particular ignorance or erro~ is in each case that 
causes evil. This discussion shall then reveal the larger th~me of causality 
and its relation to the ·tragedy as a whole. 

I. 

In the very first iScene, Kirig Lear expresses the mater~al desire to 
"unburdened cr~awl towards'- death". This desire he hopes to {ulfill by dividing 
the kingdom in three portions and bequeathing to his youngest and most 
beloved daughter Cordelia / t ,he most opulent . third. It is clear_ a posteriori 
that the only way for "future strife to be prevented" is if Cordelia and her 
would-be-husband, the Prince of Burgundy, alone manage ."the sway, revenue, 
execution of the rest" of the' kingdom, rulihg in Lear's name and hence having 
him fetain his authority. This I imagine ··": to have been Lear •s original plan, 
although never explicitly stated. 

The 'love test' (I,i,48-53) is the tirst indication of an in~erna~ ~~n
tradiction in King Lear. He does not consider his demand an unnatural one, and 
thereby indicates that he does not in practice distinguish between the king 
and the father. Lear imagines himself, in other words, to be the father of the 
state or the king of the family. The state is simply a natural extension of 
the family, otherwise identical -with it except that it is larger. Now it is 
clear that this view is faulty but also clear that there had been no internal 
rebellion in the past to lead tear to ·suspect_ its validity. The parts of 
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His reaction, while it. substantiate~ the above cone lus ion (Lear does evil to 
himself and others) is · also interesting in another respect. It sheds .light on 
how one rE?sponds "1ho knows precisely how evil is being done or how evil 
results from evil • 

. ·Kent spe.aks of" Goneril and Regan' as a disease; something .which arises and 
spreads when ~ system doet;; not function properly. He immediately realizes the 
danger that the king has placed himself and the state in. Kent's vision is 
keen and prophetic. He functions in this scene like Cassandra in the Agamemnon, 
as one who can only stand by horrified and watch evil being done. 

. . 
The second example is a much more difficult one_ One cannot be too confi-

dent in an analysis of Goneril and Regan because they never comment upon them
selve·s and their actions as does Edmund. It is nevertheless certain that the 
final cause - ~f their actions is a desire for rulership of the kingdom. In
cluded in this catagory is the _desire for power, authority, supremacy, etc. 
They do at any rat.e present a consistent attitude towards King Lear . which may 
enable · us to point to their attitudes towards themselves. "He has vver but 
slenderly known himself" Regan says (I,i,292) during the early part of the 
tragedy, and Goneril later says (I,i,212) "Put away · these dispositions which of 
late t~ansport you from what you rightly are." Who this Lear is becomes ~vi
dent t-brough ·· Goneril 's frequent use o_f the word 'dotage' (I, iv, 284) (I, iv, 317) 
(II, iv, 192) an_d through such statements as "the unrut y waywardness that infirm 
and choler:i,c - y~ars bring with t~~em" (I, i, 297) and "Now by my life old fools are 
babes aga._in :an~ must be used ~ith _cp3cks as flatteries ~hen they are seen 
abused." (I, iii, 20-) Lear is a poor, weak, ·infirm old animal who does not know 
his state and consequently should be governed by those who do. All his passions 
and affectations are -tQ b~ refe~red to physical ca.uses: ''Those that mingle 
reason with your passion must be content to think you are old and so" (II, iv, 
229~) .Lear's . nature, his ~roper n~ture, is hi~ material nature. The only 
desire of his . that they grant is-ness to is that of crawling unburdened towards 
death. All his other de~ires (like that of maintaining his authority over his 
one hundred knights) are · u~natural, - i.e., not harmonious with his real desires. 
We can see that the King's social or human desires which are an expression of 
his human or social nature, they reject. To have such desires is ·n~t to know 
yourself: 

Be then desir.ed 
By her that e~se will take the thin~~he begs 
A little to di~quantity your train, 
And the reminders· that shall still depend · 
To be such men as may besort your age, 
Which know themselves and you. 

(I,iv,237-) 

If this is a ~efinition of self- knowledge on their part , we must admit 
the foundation to be quite unsteady. If the definition is extended to all men, 
we must conclude that for all me~ to be wise they need only cater to their 
animal desire~. Y_et, if they only followed their a·nimal desires, how could 
they be properly called 'Men'' since they would be indistinguishab1 e from the 
beasts? Particularly if man's nature is his animal nature, we must as.sume 
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in half and ··then to the disruptive outcome of that action upon man, the 
state and the universe. The nature of things has been reversed. Every
thing is topsy-turvy. 'Nothing' is fulfilling its proper function. The 
fool's use of the word 'nothing' both explicitly and implicity points 
to one of the catagories of the theme of ignorance in the play, the power 
of nothing upon men's lives; the result of either improperly naming ~hings or 
of realizing something which does not ·yet have a ·name and thus is outside 
the order of things. The fool is concerned with demonstrating to Lear his 
(Lear's) own lack of knowledge of his relation to the universe and therefore, 
to himself~ He has little need of playing upon apparent absurdities i~ 
things which are known and properly named, but rather, must show the ab
surdities of things as they are: 

and, 

~!hen thou clovest thy crown. i' th' middle and gav'st 
away both parts, thou bor•st thine ass on thy back 
o'er the dirt. Thou hadst little wit in thy bald . crown 
when thou gav 1 st thy golden one away. (I,iv,152-1.56) 

Thou mad'st thy daughters thy mothers. (I,iv,163) 

In doing this, the fool becomes a teacher, thereby symbolizing the ~ans
mutation of that which usually ha·s. a certain name into that which properly 
has a different one. Of course, the teacher is still the fool and proceeds 
with his course in the ·way which he knows: he presents Lear with his own 
contradictory image, playing up the contradiction with puns on nothing: 

Fool: 
Lear: 
Fool: 

Fool: 

Fool: 

Can you make no use of nothing nuncle? 
Why, no, boy, nothing can be made of nothing. 
Prithee tell him, so much the rent of his 
land comes to; he will not believe a fool. 

Thou hast pared thy 
left nothing in the 
the parings. 

(I,iv,124-128) 
wit o' both sides and 
middle. Here comes one o' 

(I,iv,177-179) 
Now thou art an 0 without a figure. I am 
better than thou art now. I am a fool, thou 
art nothing. (I, iv, 183-185) 

The fact that the fool ~alls t.ear 'nothing' is quite striking. He 
implies by· this that the king wa~ .o;nce a king in name, and nothing more, 
and that by giving the crown away he became what he always basically was: 

and 

Lear: Dost thou call me . fool, boy? 
Fool: All thy other titles thou hast given away; that 

thou ~ast born with. (I,iv,141-142) 

Fool: How now nuncle? Would I had two coxcombs and two 
daughters. 

Lear: Why, my boy? 



Fool: If I gave them a.11 my living., : I'd keep my coxcombs 
myself. There's mine; beg . ariot~er ~!my daughters . 

. . (I.', iy~ '99-103) 
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Le.; if I g:ave everything away, I'd be a fool a~.d ·w_o.tj;l~ need ·a coxcomb. · Your 
dau·thters win surely give you one since you now· .app.ear" a fool. 

,. 

The 'foo·1:~ in other ;Mords, says that Lear way · a'fw~:y·s ig'nor·ant but never 
seemed to be so since he · never revealed his ig.noranc·e ·to ··others. Through 
Lear's action of dividing the kingdom in half, he has finally revealed who he 
is and henc·e, not only .!! ·nothing, but seems to be nothing in his daughters• 
eyes. 

Again the lines: 

Lear: 1~o is it who can tell me -who I am? 
Fool: Lear's shadow. 

can mean either of two things: 1) you are Lear's ihadow, or 2) Lear's -shadow 
can tell you who you are. In both cases, the fool implies· that the fool is the 
one who can tell Lear who he is. In t.he first case , he leaves an u'nstated pre
mise, that is, while I know that when you were a ki'ng you were a .king in name 
only, still, if you admit that yoµ are Lear's shadow, you will be able to re
cover your identity, and really be a king, a·nd a man. The emphasis on who you 
are now - the shadow that is other than one •s true self - is important in 
leading one to reverse the role that he is unconsciously playing. In the 
second case, by saying that Lear's shadow (i.e., the fool) can tell you who you 
are, i.e., a fool or nothing, the fool implies that the Lear who is hidded 
beneath all his finery and self-deception will be haunted by his shadow until 
he comes to the light of the discovery of who he is. In either case, the dis
covery wi~l be bitter:· 

The sweet and bitter fool 
~il1 presently appear 
The one in motley here 
The other found out (i.e., revealed) there. · (I, iv, 137) 

I have already mentioned that the fool does not communicate with Le.ar ef
fectively and would now like to expand upon the .reason for the lack of communi
cation between .the two. It is not enough to say .that there is something in 
tear - call it pride or wh~tever you wish - that does ~ot give credance to the 
possibility of a wrong action on his part. The fool is, in these initial 
scenes, always treated by Lear. as a fool; one who absurdly attributes non-being 
to being, a court jester. The reason-Tor this treatment is · the reason for 
Lear's tragedy. He does not understand the fool's words because everything 
appears to him as it is named. Even his one line of rebuke to the fool, •Take 
heed, sirrah - the whip t (I,iv,104), after the fool ' s revealing statement, 
'If I gave them all my living, I'd keep my coxcombs for myself. There's mine. 
Beg ariother of thy daughters~, illustrates that it is only a tine of rebuke 
and that he considers , the fool to have stepped bey.ond ~bounds granted him. 
Lear's own action of dividing the kingdom in half was, as he see·s it, · justified, 
sensible, and right. For to Lear, the king is lh~ measure rif •11 things, both 
of that which is and of that which is not. 
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expects to be enlightened by an answer. It does mean that the questions them
selves seriously suggest an ignorance or confusion about what to call objects, 
how the universe is ordered, what the nature of .man is. All of Goneril 's and 
R~gan•s questions are on the other side of this·' division. They either show a 
confident expectation about what the answer is, or are merely rhetorical. I 
am not c·oricerned with . these questions and mention them in passing o!tly to 

'·' ·' _:- point· out that. Goneril and Regan at no point in the tragedy succomb to a mode 
of .questioning that mlght reveal them to themselves .. 

'the questions that clearl'y de.note an ignot-ance on the speaker's part are, 
in · the .main, :seemingly · innocent ·ques·tfons about· identity and knowledge: 

1) rs· this nbt your · son, my lord? (I,i,7) 
2) ·Do y'ou know. this 'nobl~ gentleman Edmund? (I, i, 23) 
3) Dost thou know me, fellow? (I,iv,25) 
4)'~fllat dost thou know me for? (II,ii,12) 
S) Is it not the ki~g? (IVivi,106) 
6) Is your "name Goneril? (III, vi;49) 
7) Your name, fair gentlewoman? (I, iv, 226) 
8) Are you our daughter? (I,iv,269) 
9) I am king; masters, know you that? (IV,vi,196) 

10) Sir, do you know me? (IV,vii,48) 
11) What art thou that dost grumble there i' the straw? (III , iv,43) 
12) Is man no more than this? (III,iv,97) 

The list could be easily extended. In some of these .cases, answer~ could be and 
are simply given. As the tragedy progresses, however, : these ini~~al answers 
are themselves thrown into question. Gloucester would be reluctant to repeat 
his jovial response to 1), ('His breeding sir hast been in my ch~rge. I have 
so often blushed to acknowledge him that no~ I am btazed t~· it~') Kent would 
have to go into a lengthy explanation of why he pretended ignorance in 3), and 
all the seemingly uncomplicated questions would invoive in~ricate · responses . 

Lear demonstrates that he can only stand helpless before the questions 
that he gives birth to, (7 and 8) .. How is he to answer these questions, an
swers '. which, prior to his discovery of his daughters• cruelty, he took for 
granted? Questions such as these can only be asked in certain situations which 
themselves imitate the fool's conclusion that the order of the universe has 
been reversed. What is the importance of such questions? How are we to 
understand them? 

All of these questions we must, I think, take as a manifestation of the 
problem of naming objects. Lear, the man who •puts ·himself and ·His soul under 
the control of names' (Cratylus, 440C, 1.4-) is now ;confronted by '. 'the fact that 
he does nof .· have a name for the object that he sees before him. · _jn8tead of 
questioning .his system which yielded seemingly appropriate names for objects, 
he names these objects nothing ('Beloved Pegan, thy · s,ister's naught.·t II, i v , 
129) which is in effect the same thing. as saying, 'I' ·no longer know what to 
call this thing.' The name which generally serves the purpose of making two 
things commensurate has been drained of its signification. 

A clear, remarkable and paradigm example of the confusion as to how to 
name objects occurs during the storm scene: 
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in which' it is;' possible 'for such a question to be raised, that the Lear Uni
verse is ·one which is systematically turning itself upside-down; a universe 

,. in which· the why's ·of this · reversal are perfectly intelligible. In connection 
with this point, a .few more examples might prove worthwhile. 

Consider Kent (or Edgar). Lear gave Kent a name at the commenc ... ment of 
the tragedy (miscreant or recreant, whichever you prefer) which fit Kent in 
Lear's erroneous system. We know that this name-givin.g was, as far as the king 
was concerned, most necessary, since Kent set himself up in opposition to the 
king's will. Had Lear known that his system was erroneous, the name would not 
have been given and Kent would not hsve been banished. As a result of this 
banishment, Kent is forced to become - or to seem to be - other than what he is 
if he is to remain in the state and prove useful to the king. He ·must assume 
a disguise in order that he may in reality retain his identity. Here we have 
one nothing delicately balanced by an'Otiier nothing. We know the causes of the 
reversal and we know that the reversal fits into an orderly, and we might even 
say necessary, chain. Edgar's change of identity can be interpreted in the 
same fashion allowing for a few deviations. 

An excellent example from Nature arises if we consider Gloucester's speech: 
' 'These late eclipses of the sun and moon portend no good to us. Though the 
wisdom of nature can reason it thus and thus, yet nature finds itself scour-
ged by the sequent effects." Gloucester has assigned a causal relationship to 
the eclipses and their unnatural effects upon man: "Love cools, friendship 
falls off, brothers divide .• and the bond cracked 'twixt son and father." While 
we cannot take the play in any sense to be an argument for astrology, the 
curious thing about t~ speech .is that it is literally borne out in the sequent 
scenes; unnatural effects indeed are scourging nature. The speech sets the 
stage for the universal chaotic harmony revealed in the play . It brings to 
mind a relationship between the occurrences in Nature and the occurrences in 
man, and thus foreshadows the storm scene in which the storm in Lear and Nature 
correspond so closely that we cannot avoid relating the two. 

The effects that scourge nature can be thought of as an analagous situa
tion to the absurd conclusion that one arrives at in a reductio proof. We 
notice two things after the proof has been gone through: first, that there is 
an apparent conflict between the conclusion and the premise and second, that at 
least one of the premises must be discarded. In like manner , the situation 
which arises in nature is in no way in conflict with natural principles 
(''the wisdom of nature") except by producing discordant effects. In both 
instances, a battle must ensue between the inferior premises in order for the 
natural principles to be firmly established. The result of the battle in the 
second case (and perhaps figuratively in the first) is thunder, which we view 
on the one hand as a natural effect due to a natural cause, and on the other, 
as a violent disruption in nature. 

As a consequence of this discussion, we must ask the question where the 
cause which is implicitly in conflict with the universal or primary causes 
(natural principles) ·comes from, since we ·take it for granted that there cannot 
be any conflict, whatever its nature, among the first causes of nature. The 
analogy with the reductio proof is of no assistance here, since in the case of 
the reductio the false supposition is entirely extrinsix. (It in no way springs 
from the postulates, etc.)· 
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The answer I think, is found in the analogy with the mind. When we 
asked "What is the cause of ignor~nce which is the cause of evil?" in all 
cases we discovered not only ignorance but an internal conflict in the mind 
of the evil person,. We now can ask why this conflict is not resolved and 
how it is possible for an internal contradiction to exist in the ·mind. A 
satisfactory interpretation is that the mind appears to be at least r3.rtly 
composed of a sluggish and material nature. Things take place in it in time, 
not immediately. Thus we said previously that the cause of ignorance is 
this sluggishness of the mind which resists being informed by truth. 

It is possible to interpret nature in the same way. We assume the ex
istence of a sluggish substance underlying all the forms that we perceive, 
and on which the causes act. It is therefore possible that a thing which 
has not been perfectly informed will begin to act. Since the thing itself 
is not entirely an expression of its cause, its effect will not entirely be 
an expression of the first causes, Hence we have the introduction of something 
seemingly foreign to the system of nature which nonetheless, remains per
fectly orderly. 

It therefore appears that not only is it a serious error to dismiss the 
question of efficient causes in a consideration of King Lear, but also, 
that it would not be stretching the point to say thart'he-central theme of 
the tragedy is the relationship of causality and good and evil. The first 
three acts of the tragedy have yielded a complex but unified picture of the 
Cosmos into which even the greatest disorders fit in an orderly manner. 
The complexity arises in part because of the triune nature of this Cosmos. 
There is the "little world of man" (III, i, 10), the world of man's society, 
and the natural world - the Cosmos proper. Each of these can be considered 
to some extent a causal system in itself. Each contains elements and func
tions which are precisely analagous to the other two and to the whole. It 
is also apparent however, that the three form a causal chain in which no 
part can remain unaffected by the others. Shakespeare has brought out the 
Cosmos of man by means of the fool, the Cosmos of society through the many 
changes of roles and the asking of questions, and the Cosmos of nature by 
means of Gloucester's attitudes and the storm scene. 

The picture seems so complete that we are led to wonder how the final 
acts could accomplish any more than simply to present the necessary re
solution of the conflicts. Although this does in fact occur, we cannot help 
feeling that there is more to it than that. To show that this feeling is 
justified and that the causal universe undergoes a curious metamorphosis, 
is the task of the next sect{on. 

v. 

The biggest problem that the final acts of King Lear give us is the 
feeling we have of the monstrosity of the death of Cordelia, in spite of 
our being a\·Jare that it fits into the causal chain of the universe and is 
therefore necessary. The causes are so trivial as to make us wonder 
whether, after all, causes have any real importance. Why, we ask, did 
Shakespeare have Cordelia die because 1) Edgar talked too much 2) Albany 
and he were forgetful 3) Edmund decided to do some good a few seconds too 
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late? If we assented to the causality at every moment, why should such vio
lent reactions of horror and incredulity be elicited by Cordelia's death? Why 
do we in fact feel that the death is senseless and unfair? If cause and effect 
relationships are necessary to the play, are they sufficient? 

I do not think that they are. I propose that Shakespeare pur~o~ely pre
sents us with an antinomy in King Lear which can be represented by the two 
sides: 1) Thesis - good and evr:t9of actions are subject to efficient causes. 
2) Antithesis - good and evil of actions are not subject to efficient causes. 

On the first side, we have presented the argument that evil is the result 
of ignorance which is the result of natural resistance of the mind to be in
formed by truth. Good, we implied, is the opposite; the result of harmony of 
the soul, a realization of one's nature, and hence, self-knowledge. As con
cerns the antithesis, good and evil are either the result of a formal cause or 
are outside the causal system. 

The thesis which we have presented in some detail in the preceding pages 
is a detached, objective, general account of what goes on in the tragedy. A 
certain number of causes come together to produce discord with the first 
causes. The result is conflict. There is no way of saying in this account 
that the conflict is good or bad. We can only say that it is in accord with 
causality. Hence, there is no sense in applying value judgments to the play, 
since to accept this account as complete would mean that we require ourselves 
to deny the possibility of being able to judge when something is good and some
thing is evil. Yet, it is impossible to read the play without thinking that 
some thines are wrong or disorderly and not in accord with the good. 

The first part of the antithesis is, if evil is the result of a formal 
cause, then man is evil by nature. If man is evil by nature, he would be a 
complete bundle of petty desires and internal contradictions and would not be 
enabled to have any concise aims whatsoever. Yet, we see that the evil char
acters in the play are cohesive and do have directed goals. If we accept the 
critical react{on outlined in the first paragraph, that some men are naturally 
good and others, naturally evil, and also accept the critical reaction that 
this good and evil is inexplicable, then good and evil of actions should not be 
attributed to nature since both are regarded as essentially causeless. If we 
admit that we do not know what the cause is, and if we say as a consequence 
that good and evil are god-like things, we really are saying that the goodness 
and evilness of things are not produced by any causes whatsoever. Nevertheless, 
we cannot avoid giving the .goodness and the evilness of things an objective 
existence. This means that the laws of good and evil are given by the gods 
and that the characters understand them and act in accordance with them or not 
(depending on their attitudes). In the last analysis, one can only say that 
good and evil are in some respect indescribable; that they cannot be named. 
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~hen the . thunder would not peace 
at my bidding; there I found 'em, there I 

smelt 'em out. 
Go to, they are not men o' their words & , · 

.They told me I 
was everything. 'Tis a lie 

· proof • . 
I am not ague-

(IV, vi, 1.01-104) 

After the Mad Scene, King Lear wanders back and forth in thought from 
one side of the antinomy to the other. His reaction when at last he con
fronfs Cordelia: 

If you have poison for me, I will drink it. 
I kn~w you do not iove me; for your sisters 
Have, as I do remember, done me wrong. 
You have some cause, they do not. (IV,vii,72-74) 

illustrates that ~~ is still thinking in terms of the thesis. Then why, 
you ask, does he say that Goneril and Regan have no cause for their actions? 
This I take to mean that they did not do harm by .: way of retaliation; that 
the wrong they did was unprovoked. We know this statement is not sufficient . 
Goneril and Regan did have cause. Still Lear would say that the doing of 
harm to him was incidental to their cause. Cordelia, on the other hand, 
does have a rea.1 cause. Since Lear has wronged her, she, for all practical 
pu,rposes, shoµid wrong him back. 

Cordelia's response: 

No cause, no cause. 

again changes Lear's world-view. The most powerful evidence in support of 
this is given in his words to Cordelia just before Lear and she are taken 
as captives. He says: 

No,no,no,no! Come, let's away to prison 
We two alone will sing like birds i' th' cage. 
When thou dost ask me blessing, I shall kneel 

and ask of thee forgiveness... (V,iii,8-) 

Prison is unimportant and irrelevant. If one is good, he is not affected 
by his environment (or things that caus.e him to be limited physically). 
Good and evil are strictly independant of causality. 

A curious metamorphosis of character is also evidenced in Gloucester. 
We confront him in the tragedy already enveloped in one side of the anti
nomy. He is convinced that cause and effect relationships are present in 
nature . When he tries to understand what these relationships are , however , 
he becomes totally befuddled. How could effects at least appear to be not 
proportional to their causes? How could seemingly unnatural effects spring 
from natural principles? His knowledge of the wisdom of nature has 
hithertofore proved useful since he could easily apply what he saw to what 
the natural harmonic causes must be. When he is faced with something to 
which his rote knowledge of nature cannot be applied, his reaction is to 
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He's L Caius, Kent's alia,2/ a good fellow, 
I can tell you that. 

He'll strike, and quickly too. He's 
dead and rotten. 

(V,iii,285-) 

Caius is good because he strikes quickly. He is good for 
something. 

Then what about the antithesis? Was it a pure illusion super
imposed on the causal scheme? Clearly, Lear cannot deny or forget that 
there is an objective good which he has experienced ••• and he does not. 
He demonstrates a remarkable concern for the breath on Cordelia's lips: 
As well as the passage quoted above, we notice: 

This feather stirs; she lives! 
(V,iii,266) 

Do you see this? Look on her! Look her lips, 
Look there, look there - (He dies.) 

(V, iii, 311) 

Knowing full well that she is, as far as physical causes are con
cerned, dead, knowing full well that on the side of the thesis, a cause 
can devastate goodness, Lear seeks for signs of life. Have we not, then, 
the right to ask the question, "Can goodness be subject to death, if it 
is not subject to prison bars?" The asking of this question is justified 
further through the double meaning of the word breath. If it were merely 
a question of physical breath, why then, Cordelia has died, and Lear has 
fallen into the greatest of self-deceptions. If there is the indication 
of another kind of breath towards which Lear's search is really directed
a spirit which has always been associated with breath, then the final 
scene becomes charged with a beautiful, purposeful ambiguity. We find 
Lear at the end of the tragedy endowed with a vision of terrible clarity; 
everything is seen ~ it is. At the same time we find in him a refusal 
to accept that which is physically there as that which is ultimately 
there. And there is no reconciliation of these views. The fact that 
both are symbolized in Cordelia's breath only serves to strengthen 
the contrast. 

We cannot help feeling ;that Lear is the true tragic hero, that 
there is no one more noble than him, because there is more to being a 
man than knowing causes or being resigned to the fundamental unknowability 
of good and evil. It is in the simultaneous realization of these things, 
the consequent inability to resign oneself to one or the other, and the 
very mad but very human search for the ultimate reality which might form 
the link between the two, that the true nobility and the tragedy of being 
a man consists. Can the contradiction be resolved? Is there an ultimate 
reality of which this vale of tears is but a dim reflection? 

The answer can only be found in what the dying Lear sees on the 
lips of Cordelia -- and what that is, none of us will ever know. 






